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Our index set Q is countable, partially ordered, and locally linite. We 
study stopping problems for stochastic processes (X*, c E Q); precise 
definitions are given in Section 1 below. The new basic notion is that of a 
kzccic; each tactic determines a stopping rule (= stopping time), but not all 
stopping rules come from tactics. To understand the main difference between 
a tactic and a stopping rule, observe the following difference between the line 
(our shorthand here for the total order of N) and the plane (= N x N), or, 
more generally, a partially ordered set Q. On the line, the choice at a point f 
is between stopping and hence accepting the reward Xt, and non-stopping 
and observing the next random variable Xt+ i. In general, if one chooses not 
to stop, then it is still necessary to know which of the immediate successors 
of Xt one will observe: a tactic gives this information. In the particular case 
of a “tree,” tactics can be for all practical purposes identified with properly 
measurable single random variables, called control uariubles (Haggstrom 
[ 141). The main results of the present paper require, however, a more 
delicate definition: a tactic is a set of porperly measurable partitions of the 
sample space. The notion of a tactic seems important in itself, but the theory 
given here also sheds now light on stopping rules properly speaking. We 
show that stopping rules are often given by tactics, and in many cases of 
interest, tactics can be mapped on the line (the linear embedding theorem), 
and studied by familiar methods. This enables us to solve, via tactics, several 
problems concerning stopping rules in two dimensions. 
Section 1 gives basic definitions, and also shows that if Q is fmite, then an 
optimal tactic can be obtained by a version of the familiar method called 
“backward induction.” In Section 2 we define a weak independence condition 
called “conditional qualitative independence” (CQI), and show that under 
CQI every stopping rule is given by a tactic. In the plane, CQI usually holds, 
but in three dimensions there are stopping rules not given by tactics even if 
all the u-algebras are independent. In Section 3 we prove the linear 
embedding theorem: for a wide class of processes, in particular for averages 
of independent identically distributed random variables, the study of the 
expected reward of a tactic reduces to a linear setting. This is a general 
device for extending results known for Q = N to a more general index set. In 
Section 4 we give some applications: thus the deep theorem of Dvoretzky 
and Davis asserting the existence of an optimal stopping rule for averages of 
independent identically distributed random variables extends to Q = N x N: 
SO do Wald’s equation and Wald’s identity [23]. Another application is a 
positive answer in the case N x N to a question of Cairoli and Gabriel [5 ] 
about the degree of integrability needed to insure that the value (the 
supremum over all stopping rules r of E(Xr)) be finite. 
In Section 5 we study the case of independent random variables. We 
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achieve here a nearly complete reduction of the optimal reward problem to 
the linear case: it is shown that if ,F(st.~p~~cX;) < co, then given any 
stopping rule r, there exists an ordered stopping rule (the range is totally 
ordered) r’, such that J3(X7) < ,rZ(X=,). An ordered rule can be of course 
mapped on the line. An application of this is given in the last, the sixth, 
section, which studies extentions to directed sets of our dominated linear 
estimates in terms of stopping times (Krengel and Sucheston [ 151). 
1. STOPPING RULES AND TACTICS: BASIC NOTIONS 
Q is a countable set with a partial order <. (Q is not assumed filtering to 
the right.) Elements of Q are denoted q, r, s, t, u,.... The smallest element of 
Q, if it exists, is denoted by p. Q = Q U {co }, where co 2 q for all q E Q. 
K(t) is the set of elements <t; L(t) the set of elements >t. Q is assumed to be 
locally finite, i.e., such that /K(t)1 < co for each t E Q; i&C(t)/ is the 
cardinality of K(t). Dt is the set of elements directly above t, i.e., the set of 
u E Q such that u > t and t < t’ < u implies t’ = t. 
(G, 8, Z’) is a probability space, and (gf, t E Q) a stochastic basis: a 
family of sub-c-algebras of 8 with gS c 8t if s < t. A stopping r-tile, or 
stopping time, is a map u: Q -+ 0, such that {u = t} g Bt for all t E Q. A 
stopping rule is calledjkite if its range is contained in Q. The set of finite 
stopping rules is denoted by Z; the set of all stopping rules is z. 
We now define a tactic. Assume that there is an element p E Q with p < t 
for all t E Q. A tactic 2’ is a family 
such that (i) HSt E iJs for all s, t; (ii) for each fixed s, {HSt, t E {s} U Ds} is a 
partition of 0. 
A tactic R generates a unique stopping rule r = rP as follows. Let UI E Q; 
we distinguish two cases. 
(a) There exists a finite sequence of elements of Q, p = t(0) < 
t(1) < *** < t(n) = t(n + 1) with n and t(k) depending on CO, such that 
t(i) E DtCiB,), i = l,..., n; this sequence is determined by the requirement that 
Then rF(~) = t(n). 
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(b) There is an injhife sequence of elements of Q, p = t(O) c 
f(l) < .a*, with l(k) depending on a, such that t(i) E Dt+ rj, i = 1,2,..., and 
CL) E ?I HtCijtCi+lj* 
i=O 
Then r&m) = co. 
We say that r,F is determined, or given, by the tactic GE Clearly, several 
tactics may determine the same stopping rule. The set of elements of Z 
determined by a tactic is denoted by T (capital r); the set of elements of g 
determined by a tactic is denoted by r 
The stopping rules in F have the special property that the event that from 
s one proceeds to the direct successor of s, l, is determined by the infor- 
mation at time s (HSt E BS if t E DS). 
A random variable is a map Xz L? + R such that X-‘B E 8 for each Bore1 
set B E R. An adapted process is a set of random variables indexed by Q, 
(Xf, f E Q), such that for each t, Xt is measurable with respect to ijt. Many 
relations below involving random variables and sets will be assumed to hold 
only modulo P-null sets: the words almost surely (a.s.) may or may not be 
omitted. 
Backward Induction. Let Q be linite, p E Q. Let 
Qi = {q E Q: there is no r > q, r E Q} 





Qk= qEQ:allr>qarein u Q, 
i=l 
Given an adapted process (Xt, t E Q), we deline U( as follows: If t E Q1 , 
set Ut=Xt. If lEQk, k> 1, 
Ut = max (Xi, ;ty EafUtl). (11 
Clearly, (Ut, f E Q) is a supermartingale. 
LEMMA 1.1. We have 
ProoJ If s < t < t’, then Ut > E~IU,, , hence E%Y, > E3S(E31U~C) = E3sU, (. 
This implies (2). 1 
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Now define by “backward induction” sets HSt as follows: If s E Qr , 
HSS = fll. 
Ifs~Qiwithi>l,setH~~={~:~~~U~].ThusH~~isthesetwhereone 
“chooses to stop at s.” Let (li, rz ,...) be an enumeration of DS in an auxiliary 
total order <. Set 
etc. 
For a lixed s, the tactic Rs on L(s) is defined by 
A? = {HSrt,, s’ > s, r E {s’} u D$,}. 
Then 
vs = Trs = s cm Hss 
= v,i on HSf,, tiE DS. 
In the following discussion we will identify R’ with vs. Let TS be the set of 
all stopping rules >s and given by tactics; we show that V~ is optimal in this 
set, i.e., EXuS > EX7 for all r E TS. 
THEOREM 1.2. We have for each s E Q 
(i) EgsXuS = US; 
(ii) US = SU~~~~~ E3SXz; 
(iii) E3sXVS > E3sX7, r E TS. 
Therefore vS is optimal in TS. 
ProojI Statement (iii) follows from (i) and (ii). Integrating (iii) one 
obtains that V~ is optimal in TS. 
Proof of(i): The statement is obvious for s E Q, . Now assume that (i) 
holds for s E l-J{<, Q,.Let~fEQ~.IfAE8~then 
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By the induction hypothesis, 
J X”, = 1 ut = J EWt. A mst A mst A mst 
By detinition one has Us = E8sUt on Hst, t E Ds, and Us = Xs on Hss. 
Therefore 
Proof of (ii): Again assume that the relation holds for all s E UiCj Qi, 
and let s E Qj. Let 
(3) 
Since V$ E Ts, (i) implies that Us < Vs. Suppose that the inverse inequality 
fails; then there exists a tactic 3” with r = r,F, E Ts such that EssXr > Us on 
a non-null set A E ss. Also, ,4 c {r > s}, because Xs < Us, and XT = Xs on 
{r;h;LiyF;E8sXT = Xs on {r = s}. 
teDs Hkt implies that among the Htf, t CZ Ds, there is at least 
one, say, Hitj, such that P(A n Hlfj) > 0. Let J$’ = A f? Hstj. Deline a new 
tactic R* to agree with 8 on A’, and such that on (A’)‘, Z’* stops on tj, 
i.e., qtj = (A’)‘. If r* = rP, then 
r* = T on A’ 
= tj on (A’)‘. 
Since r* = r except on the gs-measurable set (A’)‘, EssXz > Us on A’ implies 
EzsXz. > Us on A’. But r* E Tfj, hence by the induction hypothesis 
Uq > EztiX7*. Applying E8s to both sides, we obtain by the supermartingale 
property of (UJ that Us 2 EEsXz*, a contradiction. i 
In the case when Q is infinite, we can define Us by the formula 
Us is still a supermartingale. In the case where Q is a tree, Haggstrom [ 141, 
following Snell [22], obtained sufficient conditions for the existence of an 
optimal tactic in terms of a comparison of Xt and Ut. (Haggstrom does not 
have the notion of a tactic, but it is easy to see that in the case of a tree, his 
“control variable” defines a tactic.) In a rather weak sense, Haggstrom’s 
theorem extends to a more general order, because for the purpose of this 
theorem it is possible to map a general Q on a tree. Such a map, however, is 
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not one-to-one, and it destroys the properties of u-algebras considered in the 
remainder of this article, in particular the “conditional qualitative indepen- 
dence.” 
2. CONDITIONS FOR REPRESENTING STOPPING RULES AS TACTICS 
Q is again a countable locally finite set. We study stopping rules and 
tactics relative to a fixed stochastic basis (gl, t E Q). 
Two c-algebras a, 3 are said to be conditionally qualitatively independent 
with respect to a u-algebra SY, in symbols fl1 28 1 %Y, if for any sets A E a, 
B cz ,A??, {Pw,4 > 0} n {f@B > 0} c {P@(A n B) > O}. 
Given s E Q, let the set of direct successors of s be DS = {s’, s2,...}. 
Let M(s) = {t E Q: t > s}. A family of disjoint subsets of Q, 27(s) = g = 
{Ei, E2,...}, is called compZete (for s) if 
(0 U Ef c M(S), 
(ii) d E Ej for every j, 
and 
(iii) for every j, M(s)\~J~+~ Ei c L(d). 
The family 8 is said to satisfy the condition CQI (conditional qualitative 
independence) if for any i, j, i #j, any t E Ei, u E Ej, one has that 
ijf -L iJ,, 1 sS. The stochastic basis (iJ(, t E Q) is said to satisfy the condition 
CQI, if for each s there is a complete family 8(s) satisfying CQI. 
In order to explain the meaning of the condition CQI, we describe 
important particular cases in which CQI may hold. 
(1) Q is a plane rectangle. By this we mean that each element s of Q 
is a pair of positive integers, s = (s,, sJ, with the partial order defined by 
s < t e (si < tl and s2 < t2). The smallest element is p = (1, 1). For some 
z = (z,, z2) with zr < co, z2 < co, Q = {t = (tl, t2): t, < z,, t2 < z2}. 
One may choose E, = {t: tI > s,, t2 = s*}, E2 = {t : t, = sI, t2 > s*}. The 
condition CQI will obviously hold if the u-algebras sS are generated by 
....... Ez 0 ....... 
. . . .m s 
-----I 
. . . . . 5 . 
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independent random variables Yr, r < s. Hence it will be in particular 
possible to consider random variables Xs which are sums or averages of 
independent random variables Yr, r < s. 
(2) Q is a tree. This means that if DS = {s’, s’,...}, and j # k, then no 
element in L(d) is comparable with any element in L(8). Set Ej = L(d). 
Again CQI holds if each 8s is generated by independent Yr, r < s. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that the stochastic basis @r, t E Q) satisj?es the 
conditional qualitative independence condition CQL Then every stopping 
time is given by a tactic; more precisely, for each 7 E r there exists a tactic 
A? such that 7 = 7p. 
ProoJ Let rEz. Fix s; let DS={s’,s*,...}, and let g=Zf(s)={EI,E2,...} 
be a complete family with si E Ei. Let t and u be two elements in the range 
of r with t E Ei, u E Ej, i# j. The sets A = {r = t} and B = {7= u} are 
disjoint; hence P*$4 f7 B) = 0. By CQI, for each w either PSS.4(co) = 0, or 
P8sB(co) = 0. Let Fi = {w: P8s(7 E Ei) > O}; it follows that the sets Fi are 
disjoint. Define HSS = {7 = s}, HSSi = Fi for i > 2, and 
It will be easy to see that 2 = {HSt} is a tactic. Now suppose P(7 = t) > 0, 
let w E {7 = t}, s < t. Then Ed & HSS. Suppose that at W, we “go to #‘; i.e., 
c~ E HSti. If t = d, w E Htid, and 7dc0) = d = t. If t # d, by the construction 
of sets HSSiv we know that t 6? (Jt+jEi. Hence by the assumption (iii) of the 
condition CQI, t E L(d). The argument is now resumed with d replacing s. 
After finitely many steps, one obtains d = t. It follows that {7 = t} = {7x= t}. 
Similarly, {7 = ~23 } = { ?p = a2 }. 1 
Remark. There is some arbitrariness in the procedure used in the proof, 
because if the values of 7 > s do not lie in any of the Ets , we choose the 
tactic that “goes from s to s’,” while insted of s1 any other direct successor 
of s could be chosen. Thus in general many tactics correspond to the same 
stopping time. To avoid this, we could assume that one always chooses si, 
the elements of DS being enumerated according to an auxiliary total order < 
defined on Q. 
If s E Q, the set where a tactic A? passes through s is by detinition 
where the union is over all finite sequences p = t(0) < t( 1) < .. . < l(n) < 
t(n + l), with t(i + 1) E DtciJ, i = 0, l,..., n - 1; t(n) = s, t(n + 1) E {s} U DS. 
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The set SAs) = s(s), where the tactic Z’ stops ut s is P(s) n Hfs. 
Theorem 2.1 admits the following partial converse: 
THEOREM 2.2. Let Q be a plane rectangle. Let E, = {t: t, > sl, tz = So}, 
Ez = {t: t, = s,, tz > So}. If 8 = (E,, EJ does not satisfy the condition CQZ, 
then there is a stopping rule o E z such that there exists no tactic 3’ with 
U=T*. 
ProoJ There are elements t = (t,, t2) E E,, u = (Us, UJ E El, and sets 
A E gf, B E iJ,, such that on a set D E 8s one has PgSA > 0, P8sB > 0, but on 
a non-null zs-measurable subset E of D, P8s(A n B) = 0. 
Then P(A f7 E) = jE PSSA > 0, and also P(B n E) > 0, but the sets A n E 
and BnE are disjoint. Define crEZ by u=t on AnE, o=u on BnE, 
c = u = (tl, UJ elsewhere. Assume CJ = r,?. Since P*s(u = t) > 0 on E, 
P(s) n E ,= HSS,. Similarly P(s) f7 E c HSSz. If P[P(s)] = 1, this leads to a 
contradiction, because the sets HSSl and HSSz are disjoint, and P[P(s) n E] = 
P(E) > 0. 
It remains to show that the assumption P[P(s)] = 1 is not a loss of 
generality. This from the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2.3. Let R’ be a tactic on a plane rectangle with rR, = o, where 
o is defined as above. Then there exists another tactic R with rz= o and 
such that P&s) = ~2. 
ProoJ PAS) is set where the tactic 3 passes through s. Let the lirst 
.r, + sz - 1 elements of the sequence t(i) in the detinition of rR be: (I, l), 
(2, 1) ,..., (s,, 1), (sl, 2) ,..., (sr, s*). Recall that s1 and s* are the first elements 
of El and Z2, respectively. Let 
Then the definition of Z can be continued so that rz= 0. Informally, the 
continuation can be described by saying that on HSS, n Sz,(t) the tactic ~9’ 
proceeds to t and stops there; on HSS, n sz,(v) Z’ proceeds to t, then 
continues on to v and stops on v; on HSSz n Sz,(u) the tactic Z proceeds to 
u and stops there; on Hsszn ,Sz,(v) the tactic GF’ proceeds to u, then 
continues on to v and stops at v. Clearly, PAS) = Q and rX= 0. fl 
In what follows, Q = iNd denotes the d-dimensional discrete space with the 
coordinatewise (partial) order: s = (sl ,..., sd) < t = (tl ,..., td) if and only if 
s, < tl ,..., sd < td. The following example shows that if d = 3, then there are 
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stopping rules not given by tactics, even though the u-algebras iJ* are each 
generated by independent random variables Zs, s < t. 
EXAMPLE OF A STOPPING RULE IN kJ3, WHICH CANNOT BE REPLACED BY 
A TACTIC. Q = [O, 113 with P being the three-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure. Zl , Z2, Z3 are coordinate variables. Put 
These sets are disjoint, each of measure i. Now consider the set Q = { 1, 2}3 
with coordinatewise order and set 
Put 
r(z) = (LX 2) for z E Cr 
= G 1921 for z E Cz 
=(ZZ 1) for z E C3 
= CT 272) elsewhere. 
Put 
Claim. There is no rx generated by a tactic which gives EXT p> i. 
z+w! ~(,JJ) is trivial. Therefore we would have to stop in (1, 1, 1) on 
all of Q (which is bad), or decide for one of the points (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, l), 
(2, 1, 1) to be our f( 1) on all of a. In each case passing through one of the 
points (1, 2, 2), (2, 2, 1), (2, 1, 2) is ruled out and we cannot stop in that 
point any more. The integral of sup X, over the remaining points is $ < i. m 
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3. LINEAR EMBEDDING OF TACTICS 
We shall now define a mapping which provides a general method for 
extending results on stopping rules for independent identically distributed 
processes Yr , YZ ,... to independent identically distributed processes indexed 
by a finite or countable locally finite index set Q and the stopping times 
obtained from tactics. For example the theorem of Dvoretzky and Davis on 
the existence of optimal stopping times for .X” = n-’ X:=1 Yi will 
immediately extend to tactics for processes {Y,, t E Q} and in particular to 
all stopping rules in the case Q = N*. Other applications will be an extension 
of Waid’s [23] identity in the form given to it by Robbins and Samuel [ 191, 
and of the corresponding result of Blackwell and Girshick [ 1] on second 
moments. The method also provides an answer to a problem of Cairoli and 
Gabriel [5] on stopping rules and the class L log L for dimension 2. These 
applications will be treated in the subsequent section. 
Let (Yt, t E Q) be random variables taking values in a measurable space 
(I?, 8), and defined on (~2, ij, p). Let 8f be the u-algebra u(Y~,s < t) 
generated by { Ys, s < t}. As always when we deal with tactics we assume the 
existence of a p E Q with p < q for all q E Q. 
To avoid technicalities at the beginning, we assume at first that 0 is the 
space EQ of mappings U: Q + E, and that Yt is the fth coordinate variable 
Yt(w) = co(t) = cot. 
Let us first look at the case of a finite index set Q. 1 Q] is the cardinality of 
Q. Let Z= {II?~,~, s E Q, t E {s} UDs} be a tactic. We associate with Z a 
random map p = {Pi, w E J2}, i.e., a family of maps p”: Q + { 1,2 ,..., ] Q ]} as 
follows: We know that there exists a finite sequence 
p=t(O)<t(l)<t(2)<-**<t(n)=t(n+l), 
with n > 0 and the t(k)% depending on U, such that t(i) E Dtci-1) 
(i = l,..., n), m E fZt+ljtcij (i = L..., n + I), and r,du~) = t(n). (As Q is finite, 
r&m) = co cannot occur.) We may express the dependence on c~ by writing 
H = nm and t(k) = t”(k) when necessary. Put pm(p) = 1 for all u E Q. Write 
K(t) = {s E Q: s < t}. 1 t ] = /K(t)1 = card K(t). For any k with 
0 < k < n = H(W), pU will be an invertible map of the set 
V(k) = Vu(k) = K(t(k + l))\K(t(k) 
onto the interval {i E N: ] t(k)/ < i < ] t(k + l)] }. We require that 
qu(t(k + 1)) = 1 t(k + l)]. This does not yet determine pU uniquely. To 
eliminate this ambiguity we fix an arbitrary enumeration {qI, ql,...} of Q. 
This determines a total order < by qI < qz < . a. . Now pU is uniquely deter- 
mined on V-(k) if we ask that Ed” be <-isotonic on Vw(k)\{t(k + l)}, i.e., 
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Cl,l) C2,lJ (3,l) l4,l) l5>1) (6,f) 
FIGURE 2 
U, u E VJk)\{l(k + l)}, u < v shall imply PJU) < ~Ju). Finally oU maps 
K(l(n))c in an <-isotonic way onto {it(n)1 + l,..., 1 Qi}. 
In Fig. 2 we try to illustrate the map oU for Q = { 1,2 ,..., 6} X { 1, 2 ,..., 5}, 
assuming (1,1)<(2,1)~(1,2)~(3,1)~(2,2)~(1,3)~(4,1)~... and 
(ii, fJ < (ji, jJ iff ii < ji and i2 < j2. For some IX we may have 
(l,l)=p=t(O)<t(l)= (2,l)<l(2)= (2,2)<r(3)= (3,2)<f(4)= 
(4,2) c t(5) = (4, 3) c l(6) = (53) = t(7), because u belongs to the sets 
HtCi-l)tCij* The “path” r(0) < ... < f(n) < l(n + 1) is rendered in heavy print. 
The obvious indices (i, j) E Q are given only for a few elements of Q. The 
integers next to the elements (i, j) are pJi, j). Stopping occurs at (5,3). 
The random map o = {Pi} induces a map !Pz EQ -P EjQ’ as follows: If Pi 
is the inverse of ow put for Ed = (u.J(, f E Q) E EQ 
with r7k = w~~~~,. What we have done is the following: Depending on w the 
indices l E Q have received new names oU(l). So !P(m) is just a way of 
writing down the We in the order of the new names of the indices of w. 
Let us check that !?’ is a bijective map of EQ onto EiQ’: It is clear that 
q, = wP. Because of gP = c( YJ, the coordinate wP determines rU( 1). If 
fU( 1) =p, i.e., the tactic stops at p, q2, q3 ,... are just the other coordinates of 
w in the order of <, and we know w. If tJ1) = s E Dp, this determines the 
map pU on K(s) and therefore the first ifU( l)i coorinates of ~7 now determine 
We for r < lU( l), and therefore lU(2). This argument can be continued. 
If 1 Qi = co, we have to distinguish two cases. If rAw) is tinite, we get 
Y(w) as above, and again P(w) determines w. If r.Aw) = co, we have an 
infinite sequence p = r(0) < c(l) c t(2) < . . . . We must consider the case 
when .the union Wm of the sets K(fw(k)) is not all of Q. oU is then defined 
only on Wm. Nevertheless, for any k, pm(k) E Wu is well defined. If Y,(w) 
and Yt(w’) agree for all t in Wm, but differ for some other coordinates, we 
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still get Y(m) = Y(co’). Y is still a mapping onto EiQ’, but need not be inver- 
tible. Yet, we can define a random variable ~,~on EiQ’ by 
; a ;iq;;y: If CO, 0.9 E EQ have the property that Y(m) = Y(u’) = q = 
19 2 3.e. IQ’ then r,&~‘) = WACO) whether the value is finite or not. u,~ 
will be called the’etnbedding of ?F in the line. 
Let G!’ = EiQ’ and let 8’ be the c-algebra generated by the coordinate 
variables Yi (k > 1) in J2’, and 8; = cr(Yi, i < k). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Q, J2 = EQ, etc., be as above and let 3’ be a tactic for 
the stochastic basis (gt, t E Q) generated by the coordinate variables Yt. 
Then or is a stopping time for 8; (k > 1). If the Yt are independent and 
identically distributed under P in f2 and P’ = P 0 Y-l, then the Yk are 
independent and identically distributed with the same distribution as we Yt. 
ProoJ We have to show that {q E EIQ’: cAv) = k} depends only on the 
coordinate variables Y; ,..., YL. If c,dv) = I, then ~AY-l(q))=p. This 
means that Y-‘(q) E Hpp. As Hpp E c(YP), there exists an H& = Y; ‘(H&J. 
Thus u&q) = 1 is equivalent with YJY-i(q)) E Hit,. Now q(q) = 
YP( Y-i(v)) implies {q: udrj) = 1 } E 8;. 
Now take any q= (vi, v~,...) with udq) = k, and look at some 
f = (f,, fz ,...) such that q, = fi ,..., qk = ?jk. We want to show uA@ = k. We 
may assume k > 1. 
Let CO, 6 be elements of 0 with Y(U) = q and Y(c.5) = q. 
CJJ~ = vi = qi = GP implies that UJ and 6 lie in the same HpS, say, in Ht,tCIB. 
But this t(1) must then be the tm(l) and also the tG(l), so that p-(l) =pG(l) 
for 1= 1 ,..., 1 t(l)[. It is impossible that k < 1 t(l)1 because TACO) must be an 
element tu(n). I k = 1 t(l)1 then ~&CO) = t(1). In this case, because of 
p,,,(f) = p&(l) and v1 = ?j{, we get COG = GS for s < t( 1). Then also rd&) = t(1) 
and u&q) = k. 
If k > 1 t(l)/, uS = C& (s < t(1)) implies that also uAc.G) > 1 t(l)1 and 
tJ2) = t&(2). We can now argue as before. After at most k steps we must 
have 1 tU(n)[ = k and / tJn)l = 1 t&(n)1 and then uA&) = k. 
This implies that {q: uA~) = k\ depends only on Y{ ,..,, Yi. The fact that 
the set is measurable in the u-algebra generated by Yi,..., Yk follows from the 
fact that all the constructions of CJJ and Y were carried out in a measurable 
way. 
We now assume that the Y* (t E Q) are independent and identically 
distributed. Y’i has the same distribution as YP beecause for any A, E 8, 
Y-‘({Y;&l,})= {YpE‘41}. 
Now consider A,, AZ E 8. For s E DP let t(s, I) be the tirst element of 
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K(s)\{ p} and U(P, 1) the first element of Q\{ JP} in the < order. Then for 
co 6.E Hps we have qJl(s, 1)) = 2 and for CO E Hpp we have q&Q, 1)) = 2. 
Hence 
w{q EAl, GE4‘42)) 
It follows that 
+p(H~~n{*~~A~,*~~~,~~~A*}). 
bimv f&s 9 Hpp, and YP are independent of YttS,ij and YUCP,,). We can 
therefore pull out the factors P(YtCS,,) E AZ) and P(Yuti,ll CZ .4z). As hey 
both agree with P(Yp E A*), we find that 
P’(Y, EA,, Y2EA2)=P(YpEAl)P(YpEA2). 
The argument can be continued: For the computation of 
P’(Y’, E Al ,..., Ym E Am) the space is split into subsets such that on each 
subset Y’,‘, 0 Y is the same Yt. This can be done in such a way that the subset 
W,,,( on which Y’,‘, o Y is given by Yt is independent of Yt and also 
W,,,tn Y-‘({Y’, E Al,..., YmPi E Amwl]) is independent of Yl. Hence 
P’(Y, E A ,,..., Ym E Am) 
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This proves the theorem. The explicit construction of the set Wmt in terms of 
the possible sequences p = t(O) < t(l) < -. . would be clumsy, but it is clear 
from the construction of p that it can be done. 1 
In applications of the above theorem to the theory of optimal stopping one 
must also specify a reward Xt for stopping at t (c E Q). 
Let f = {fn, n E R-4 } be a sequence of measurable mappings fn: E,, -+ l?‘, 
symmetric in all variables other than the lirst one; i.e., for all n E N, all 
permutations (x2, z ,,..., rr”) of (2, 3 ,..., n) and all (ei ,..., eJ E En, we assume 
.fXel, e2,..., qJ = XJq, erl,..., qJ. 
The range offn may also be a Banach space. For example, if E = F?’ we can 
take f”(ei ,..., e,J = e,, or &(ei ,..., e,J = n-‘(ei + ... + e,J, or fn = I-Jy=i ei. 
Using the family (Yl, r E Q) and f = { fn} we can define a reward process Xt 
by 
We do not have to give an order in which the YS with s < t appear, 
because of the symmetry with respect to the variables e*,..., e,,. So with the 
first choice off above we would get Xt = Yf and with the second choice Xt = 
1 f 1 ml zSG t YS . (We hope it does not disturb the reader that the “last” random 
variable Yt appears at the location of the first variable ei of Jt,(ei ,...). It is 
sometimes more important than the other YS (S < l).) 
Put XL = fk(Yk, q: 1 < i < /?). We are interested in XrR and Xkx. As rF 
and ap may be infinite we just define Xa = Xla = cm, where cm is an 
arbitrary constant, e.g., cm = 0. 
THEOREM 3.2. If the reward functions Xt and Xi are given by an 
f = { fn} as above; we have XT* = X&, 0 Y, so that the distribution of XTR 
under P coincides with the distribution of Xiz under P’ = P o Y-l. In 
particular Ep XTF = Ep,XLr when one and hence both expectations exist. 
Remark. The interest of this theorem lies in the case where the Yf are 
independent identically distributed, because then the embedding theorem tells 
us that the Yk are also independent identically distributed, with the same 
distribution. 
f 
Proof of Theorem. First consider CIJ with ~ACIJ) < oo. XJm) = 
,~~w,K&4~ J’s: cs < ~~4~11~ n e coordinates Y$(cD) with s < rAu) all 
appear (by the construction of !#‘) with the correct frequencies among the 
coordinates Yk( Y(w)) (k < 1 rAw)[). From / rdm)[ = ady(m)) and 
Y7 F(m) = Y&( y(m)) we therefore get 
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If ~Au) = co then also uA!P(uJ)) = co, and the identity follows from 
xm=x;=cm. 1 
The Passage to General Probability Spaces. Above we have made the 
assumption Q = EQ only for convenience’s sake. If (fi*, ij*, P*) is an 
abstract probability space, P = (q, t E Q) a family of E-valued random 
variables, and P = {Z-Z$ s E Q, t E {s} U Ds} a tactic for the stochastic 
basis 3: = u(Y:, s < r) we can obtain an embedding by a reduction to the 
case 0 = EQ. The sets Hzt are of the form F-‘Hst for a tactic Z in EQ. 
Thus we can apply the above result with P = P*F-‘. With XT = 
J*,(c, c, s < t) one gets X&., = XLxo Y o Y* and E,,*XzF = Ep,XLz. In 
particular, when the F are independent identically distributed, P’ is known, 
and we again have a reduction of stopping problems with index set Q to 
problems with index set N. In Section 5 on ordered stopping times, we shall 
see that this reduction is more difficult for stopping times other than tactics. 
4. APPLICATIONS OF THE LINEAR EMBEDDING THEOREM 
Stopping rules and tactics in this section will always be with respect to 
8t=u(Ys, s<t). 
(a) Existence of optimal stopping rules and tactics: Let Y” (h E IN) be 
independent identically distributed random variables with EYn = 0 and 
Var Y,, < co. Extending a result of Chow and Robbins [7] on the coin- 
tossing case, Dvoretzky [ 121 has proved the existence of a finite optimal 
stopping rule u for Xn = K ’ xf= i Yi. Davis [ 111 weakened the assumption 
Var Ym < co to E]Ynip < co for somep> 1. 
Now consider Q = Nd and a family ( Yt, t E Q) with EYt = 0, Var Yt = 1. 
We may view N as the subset {t = (tl ,..., td) E Nd: t2 = t3 = . .. = td = 1 }. 
Thus u can be viewed as a stopping rule (given by a tactic) taking values in 
Q. The embedding theorem tells us that u is optimal for the reward process 
xt= IV IL ys among all tactics stopping in Q, and not only in N. In the 
case d = 2, Theorem 2.1 tells us that every stopping rule is given by a tactic, 
so that u is then optimal among all stopping rules. Thus the several 
parameter case can be reduced to the l-parameter case treated by Dvoretzky 
and Davis. 
This is in fact a general device. Whenever there is an optimal u for X,, = 
-w” 7 Yl 9***9 Y” - i) with independent identically distributed random variables 
other than the first, then the same stopping rule is also optimal among the 
tactics for the corresponding process (Xf, t C Q = Nd). For example, with 
.fXe, ,..., e,J = nP1el we can extend results of Chow and Robbins [7] and of 
Chow and Dvoretzky [6] on stopping X” = r~-iY~. (See Chap. V, 
Sections 6-8 of [8].) 
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The argument also can be used for trees Q if Q contains an infinite 
sequence q1 < qz < .--, or if the length of all finite sequences 
q1 < q* < . . - < q” in Q is bounded. 
(b) A problem of Cairoli and Gabriel: The embedding can also be 
useful when the existence of an optimal stopping rule is not known in the I- 
parameter case. We shall now apply it to give a positive answer to a problem 
of Cairoli and Gabriel [5] in the case d = 2. 
Let (Y*, t E Q = N’) again be independent identically distributed random 
variables, and Xl = ItI-’ xsGt Ys. Burkholder [4] has shown for d = 1 and 
Gabriel [ 131 for d > 2, that the following conditions are equivalent: 
61 E(su~~~c 1x8 < co; 
(ii) E(suptec tell Yt]) < co; 
(iii) E(] Yt] log+ ] Yf])‘) < co. 
In the case d = I, results of B. Davis [ 19711, and McCabe and Shepp 
[ 19701, show that also the following conditions are equivalent: 
(iv) E jX*j < w for each 7 E Z (or each 7 E z) 
(v) E /7p1YTl < co for each 7 E Z (or each 7 e E). 
Cairoli and Gabriel have shown that (v) for general d > 2 is equivalent with 
(iii), , i.e., with E(j Y(] log+ J Yt]) < oo. The question whether (iv) for d > 2 is 
equivalent to (iii), was posed. The following theorem contains a positive 
answer in the case d = 2, because then the independence of the Yt implies 
that all stopping rules are given by tactics. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let ( Yt, t E Q = Nd) be independent identically 
distributed random variables, then for every d, (iii), is equivalent to 
(iv)T E 1X7] < a for all 7 E T. 
In fact, if (iii)r holds then there exists an kf < a with E IX7 ltrc,,j ] < &ifor 
all T E r Zf Q = N x N, then (iii)i is equivalent with (iv). 
Proox T contains all stopping times taking values in Q,, = {t C lNd: 
t* z . . . = td = 1 }. Thus, by the known special case d = 1, (iv).r implies (iii)r . 
Put i’t4 = E(suptecO ]Xt]). The equivalence of (iii), with (i) for the case d = 1 
yields M < co. By the linear embedding theorem there exists for every 7 E F 
a u C F taking values only in Q,, U {co), such that E IX* lrr<ml] = 
JwJk7<‘md 1 
(c) Wald’s equation: Usually Wald’s equation is only stated in the 
case E7 < co. Robbins ans Samuel [ 191 showed that the equation holds also 
in the case E7 = co, except when EYt = 0. We generalize their result as 
follows: 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let Q be a locally jinite partially ordered set and p < q 
for all q (G Q. Let (Yf , t E Q) be independent indentically distributed 
integrable random variables, and let Xf = xSGf YS. If 3’ is a tactic with 
P(rx < a) = 1 and EXTz is well-deBned (i.e., EX& < w or EXLx < a), 
then EXzx= E 1~~1 . EYp holds provided that either EYp # 0 or E jr?i c m. 
In order that EXzx exists, it sufices that EYr and E 1~~1 both be finite. If 
Q = N x N, then in this statement it is possible to replace r,? by o, where o is 
any stopping rule. 
ProoJ Combine the linear embedding theorem with the special case 
Q = N due to Robbins and Samuel. 1 
In exactly the same way one obtains a generalization of Wald’s identity. 
(See, e.g., Breiman [2, p. 1001 for the case Q = N.) 
THEOREM 4.3. Let Q and (Yf, t E Q) be as in Theorem 4.2. Assume that 
for some real A# 0, c@) = Ee” exists and q(A) > 1. Let 3 be a tactic such 
that Xt = xSGf YS satisfies 1 Xf[ < y < w for t < r,?, and such that 
E]rFi < W. Then 
Another immediate consequence of the linear embedding theorem is: 
THEOREM 4.4. Let Q, Y&t C! Q) and Xt be as in Theorem 4.2. If EYf = 0 
and E iTFi c a, then EXzF=E [xpi. EYE. 
Prooj Again combine the linear embedding theorem with the l- 
dimensional case due to Chow, Robbins and Teicher [9] (see also Blackwell 
and Girshick [ 1] and Wolfowitz [25]). 
It should be pointed out that Wald’s equation in the usual form, i.e., 
assuming Er < co, holds for all r E Z. 
5. CONSTRUCTION OF ORDERED STOPPING RULES FOR INDEPENDENT 
PROCESSES 
Let Q be a countable partially ordred set which is locally finite. Recall 
that this means that for any t E Q there exist only fmitely many s E Q with 
s < t. 
Let X = (Xf, t E Q) be a family of independent real-valued integrable 
random variables Xt defined on a probability space (0,8, P). Let ‘3f be the 
g-algebra u(X3, s < t) generated by all X$ with s < t. 
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Z’ denotes the set of ordered stopping rules r’: r’ E Z is called ordered if 
there exist a totally ordered subset Q’ c Q with P(r’ E Q’) = 1. Call r’ E Z’ 
an ordered stopping rule in the strict sense (r’ E Z”) if in addition 
{r’ = t} E u(XS, s < t, s E Q’) for all t E Q’. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let (Xt, t E Q) be as ubove. Assume E(suptEQ X,-) < oo. 
If T E Z satisfies EXz < CO, then there exists a T’ E 27 with EXTj > EXT. 
Prooj We first assume that 0 = RQ, with the product Borel-o-algebra. P 
is the product of the distributions Pt of Xt, t E Q and Xf is the coordinate 
variable projecting m E Q onto its fth coordinate wt. 
A measurable map r: J2 -+ Q U { oo } with P(T = co) = 0 is an element of Z 
if the sets {7 = t} = B( = Bf(r) belong to gf. Conversely, if {Bt} 
(t E Q U { uo }) is a disjoint measurable partition of fi with Bt E 3g and 
P(Ba) = 0, then this defines a stopping time by {r = t} on Bl. 
Finite Q. We start with the case where Q is linite. After that we shall 
explain which additional arguments are used for the general case. 
If Q0 c Q, we shall write fiQO = RQO. 
PQO denotes the distribution of the process (Xf, t E Q,,): G + GQ,,, i.e., the 
product of the distributions Pt of Xt (t E QJ. For B c L? and q E QQO, write 
B(n) = {p E QQg p = (‘Jo, t E Qg), (q, p) E B}. Here (q, p) denotes the element 
wEL’ with ~~=r,r~ (tEQ,,) and ~~=p~ (tEQi). 
If it is necessary for clarity, we may also write (q, p)QO for (q, p). 
If(~~,t~QU{~})isafamilyde~ningastoppingtimerin~by{r=t} 
on Bt, and P(B*) = 0 for t E QO, we can change the family on a null set by 
adding the sets Bt (t E QJ to Ba. This does not change EXT. We can 
therefore change r on a null set and assume Bf = 0 for t E QO. 
For any q E flQO, the sets Bl(q) with t E Qg belong to the u-algebra 
generated by the coordinate variables in QQ6 which are indexed by s < t, so 
that the family B*(q) defines a stopping time if PQ6(Ba(q)) = 0. This happens 
for almost all q and we shall always assume in our constructions that the 
exceptional null sets of v’s are avoided. Denote the stopping time in flQ6 
constructed in this way by P. P can also be viewed as a stopping time in 0 
(with the sets QQO x Bf(q)) which does not depend on the coordinates Xt with 
tE Qo. 
Now, let Q0 = {t E Q: P(T = t) = O}. Then given r the above construction 
yields stopping times r” which do not depend anymore on the variables Xt, 
t E Q,,. We claim that EXz < EXT., for at least one q E fiQO: We have 
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The construction of r” is such that (XJ(v’,p) = XJv,p) for all q’ E QQ,,. 
Therefore there must exist at least one q with 
But this means EXT, > EXT. (So far we have only eliminated some ran- 
domization.) 
Let z, denote the new stopping time. 
Put Qi = {C E Q: P(r, = L) = O}. Then Q1 2 Q,,, because the sets Bt(?l) 
above were empty for t E QO. We can now repeat the procedure to obtain a 
stopping time r* not depending on the coordinates X* (t E Q1. As Q is linite, 
we shall obtain, after linitely many applications of this procedure, a stopping 
time rr, = v with 
such that with Qrl = {c E Q: P(v = C) = 0} we have 
for all t E Qzi. In fact we may assume that {V = f} = 0 for f E Qr,. 
Second Step. There now exists a unique point u E Qz, such that u is a 
minimal point in Q;, (not necessarily in Q), (minimal means 0 < U, 
u E Q;, =s- v = u). Indeed, if there existed two minimal points u,, u*, u1 # u2, 
then we would have 
P(v = 241) > 0, P(v = 242) > 0. 
But {V = pi} would be measurable in u(XU1), {V = Us} would be measurable in 
~KJ. The independence of u(XU,) and u(XUJ would imply 
P({v = pi} f7 {v = z+}) > 0, a contradiction. The uniqueness of u also implies 
v > u for all u E QF1. 
Put At = {v = l}, R0 = {u}. We can consider Q as the product OR0 x OR; = 
{(q, p): q E GRO, p E GR;}; i.e., the coordinates are now split into two groups 
in a different way. A,, is of the form F,, x OR5 for some Bore1 set Fu c R1, 
because A,, depends only on X,,. 
can now be used to define a stopping rule v’ corresponding to the family of 
sets {Au, Z$ x A”(q)(v > u)}. Any such v” has the following property: If 
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XU(~) E Fu, then V”(W) = U; if X”(m) 6i! Fu, then P(U) > u and the value of 
V”(W) then does not depend anymore on the value which XU(m) assumes in 
I%* 
We claim that for at least one P, EX”” > E-X”: In fact 
By the construction of r”,we have X”,,(q’, p) = XJq, p) for all V’ 6Z Fi. 
Therefore the right-hand side equals EX,,?. 
On {V = u } we have vV = r, and on this set we shall not make any further 
modilications so that the desired ordered stopping time 7’ will also take the 
value u on {r = u}. The above inequalities imply 
We now start over again the same construction on the set {v” > u}, with a 
renormalized probability measure. The restriction of V~ to this set will play 
the same role as 7 played in the lirst step, so that we now first eliminate the 
influence on the stopping by those states 0 > u at which P stops with 
probability 0. Then there will again be one minimal state among the u > u at 
which the modilication of vV stops with positive probability. This will be the 
second state on which 7’ will stop with positive probability, etc. 
As Q is finite, the iteration of this procedure ends after finitely many steps. 
With each step we have only increased the expected value of the stopped 
process. 
It remains to eliminate the condition Li = RQ to tinish the proof of the 
linite case; this will be done later. 
Infinite Q. 1. First &se: 7 is optimal. (As before EXT < oc and 
IZ “P&Q Xl- < co.) We again assume fi = I?Q. 
The basic idea of the construction is the same as in the finite case, but 
there are two new difficulties, 
(1) One gets a sequence of moditications, but these may lead to 
stopping on ever and ever larger t’s. Thus in the limit one may not be able to 
stop with probability 1. 
(2) Even if one stops with probability 1 and each of the modilications 
is optimal, the limit may not be good. 
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If r is optimal, this difficulty can be overcome as follows. In this case 
almost all choices of the r,r’s will be equally good as far as EXzV is concerned. 
We can therefore alternate two types of selection of the q’s: In one sequence 
of steps we make sure that the ultimate stopping time stops on almost all of 
J2; in between we put steps which make EXT, large. 
For sufficiently large N, there exist li ,..., lN, E Q with 
Put J, = { tr ,..., f,,,, }. As Q is locally finite, we may assume s E J1 for all s 
which are <ti for at least one ri (i = l,..., N,). Let Q0 = 
{sEJ,:P({7=s})=O}. w e use Q,, as in the tirst step of the tinite case. 
Again, let Bt = {r = t}. We claim that 
for Pc;almost all n: If there is an n for which the integral is >EXT, then 
EXTv > EXT. This contradicts the optimality of r. Put gl(n) = 
.faQt l,TG.,~,~v, ~1 P&P). We have J’(7’ E JJ = g,(v). Because of 
P(7 E Jr) = Jg,(n) pcJ&), we can pick q in such a way that 
P(7V E Jl) > P(7 E J,). 
We now go through the same constructions as in the linite case with 
Q1 = {c E J1: P(7, = C) = 0}, etc. The optimality of 7 (and therefore of all 
modifications) insures that almost all “fibers” give the same contribution to 
the expected value of the stopped variables so that the “libers” can be 
selected so as to make stopping on Jr at least as likely as for the previous 
modification. When v is constructed, we can be sure that the unique minimal 
point u belongs to Jl, because there is stopping in J, . Now one can do the 
second step of the construction, and in finitely many steps one arrives at a 
stopping time ,a (corresponding to the 7’ of the finite case) which has the 
following properties: 
(i) ,U stops with probability >2-’ in Jl and the values which ,U takes 
in Jl are totally ordered: q(‘) < q’*) < ... < qcml). 
(ii) EXu = EXT. 
(iii) All other values which .D takes with positive probability are 
>qm) 
(iv) The restriction of p to {,u > q(“‘l’} depends only on c(Xt, t > qCml’). 
The ultimate 7’ promised in the statement of the theorem will coincide 
with ,U on {B < qcmj)}. Therefore we now only look at ,U on {,u > qcml)]. As we 
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want to do similar things as above with this restriction of p, we simply call it 
r, and we write 0 for {,u > q(“‘i)}. This r also is optimal. 
For sufficiently large Nz > N we fmd l,,,,+ i,..., tN2 E Q with tl > q’*l’ 
(i = Nl + l,..., N& such that for J2 = {t,,,,+ l ,..., t,,,*} 
holds for some small e1 > 0. We may assume s E J2 for all s E Q which 
satisfy qcrnl) < s < tk for some k. We have 
Put Q. = {s > qtml): P(r = s) = O}, etc., and detine g*(q) by 
The’ hreJ2j XT = jooO g*(q) PcJ&). As above the optimality of r implies that 
EXT,, = EXz for all q. The form of r” implies that J,7,,CJzjXrq = g*(q). It is 
therefore possible to choose an v with 
Again we can go through the constructions given in the finite case, this 
time making sure that each of the stopping times u obtained in the course of 
the construction should satisfy 
When all the elements of J2 have been taken care of (either eliminating the 
dependence of the stopping times on Xf if t was an index where stopping 
occurred with probability 0, or stopping in t if t was one of the “lowest 
points”), we have arrived at a ,U such that 
61 J u,EJzjXw > EXT - s1 and the values which ,L takes in J2 are totally 
or&red: q(ml + 1) < . . . < q(‘“z) (with q(“‘l+l) > q(ml))m 
(ii) EX,, = EXT. 
This is now true for the restrictions, but if one puts it together with what 
had been achieved previously, it remains true for the original r. 
Finally the statements analogous to (iii) and (iv) above are true. 
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We have used the elements t E J, to assume the stopping on a large part 
of the space, and those of Jz to nail down much of EXT. We now repeat the 
construction used with J, to obtain stopping on at least { of the probability 
space by looking at some J3 and then nail down more of EXr, etc. In the 
limit we arrive at an ordered stopping time r’ with EXz, = EXT. 
Second Case. r is not optimal. Again we assume 0 = RQ. There exists a 
c E ,?Y and s > 0 with EXu > EXT + 2~. Let c = E(sup Xt-). Choose a ci > c 
so large that P(B) < c/c, =+ JB sup X; < E. Put Xa = -c,. One can choose 
finitely many tl, t2 ,..., tN E Q such that 
Put 
uo = ti on {CJ = ti} i = l,..., N 
=CO elsewhere. 
Then EXmO > EXr + E. Given u,, , fmd an ordered stopping time c$, with 
values in {t”,..., tN, co} by the application of the finite case. (Note that Q is 
locally finite; the fact that there are inlinitely many t E Q with t < co does 
not matter because u0 takes only finitely many values and the dependence of 
the stopping times on the remaining t @ {t i,..., tN, co} is eliminated at the 
beginning.) Now EXu6 > EXqO implies 
EX06 > EXT -+ E. 
Let w denote the largest finite value of the ordered stopping time crh. Define 
an ordered stopping time, which does not take on the value co, by 
v = u; on {&<a~} 
=w on {u;= co}. 
To prove EXv > EX=, we consider two cases: 
(a) Assume EXz6 > EXz + c. Then 
Here the second inequality holds because EXz6 = J”,O;<a, X& and 
J ,o~<m,~~~-L+c4~w G (2. 
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(b) Assume EXJh < EX7 + c. Now EXUb> J??X~ implies EX;& < c. 
Hence crF’(oh = co) < c, which implies 
We obtain 
E-Y” > EXo6 + 1 X,,,>EXT+&- l0A=m] j 
X;>EX z 
luh=co] 
(by the choice of cr). 
(The proof for the case where r is not optimal can be considerably simplified 
if Q is filtering to the right.) 
We now show how to reduce the general case of the theorem to the case 
~2 = RQ. The following proposition applies. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let Q be a countable partially ordered locally finite 
set. Let (S$, t E Q) be independent o-algebras, iJf = IJ(F~, s < t), and set 
ijW = u(g, s E Q). Let ( Yt, :E Q) be independent random variables, 
3 = u(J’J. Consider the space 0 = RQ with coordinate variables Xt, and let 
P on f2 be the product measure of distributions of Yt. Let Y be the map 
Yz f2 + RQ with Yt(co) = Xf(Y(w)). Then there exists a stopping rule f on fi 
with respect to the s7 generated by XS, s < t, such that almost surely 
7(w) = q Y(w)). 
Pro05 Put 
~8 = Bore1 sets in lRKtt), 
& = cylinder sets in RQ with basis in zSt, 
P = {Xs, s < t}: xc RQ + wtj. 
(Thus the sets in & have the form {y E IIt} =: i? with Bt E 9.) As each 
{7 = t} is measurable in Gt, there exists a set Ct E 9 with 
{7= t} = {YtE Ct} 
= {YE et}. 
yf: L? + IRK(t) is the process { YS, s < t}. 
Of course, we would like to defme f by putting f(5) = t on et, but the sets 
ct may not be disjoint. 
We shall now replace the sets et by smaller sets, which-in the end of a 
sequence of modifications-will be disjoint. We shall call also the 
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modifications ct to avoid new notation. The changes will be such that the 
new c:s will differ from the old ones only on sets of measure 0 under the 
distribution of Y. For the new sets we shall still have {r = l} = {YE et} a.e. 
For any t E Q with P(r = t) = 0, we can take ct = 0 for the modification. 
For any Vc Q let Pv denote the distribution of { Yt, t E V) on RV. For any 
fixed u # u with P(T= U) > 0, P(r= ZJ) > 0 we consider V= VU,U = 
K(U) n K(U), V’ = K(u)\V, V” = K(u)\V. If V= 0, {r = U) is independent of 
{r = ZJ), but {r = U) n {r = U) is empty so that this cannot happen. For 
qEIRVput 
Let iVU = {q E Ii?‘: Pv,(Cu,v) = 0). Omit all points (q,P) from CU with 
v E ZVU. This is only a modilication by a null set. Carry out the same 
reduction for CU. Now any q E IF?” has the property that CU,V is empty or 
has positive P,,,-measure and lso CU,q is empty or has positive PV,,-measure. 
For any qEIRV, cUncU contains all points 6 E RQ with XV(G) = q, 
~v4~~ E G,n and XV,,(&) E CU,q. Thus, if {v E RV: CU,V # 0 and 
CU,V # 0) = MU0 has positive PV-measure, then CU n cU must have positive 
PQ-measure. This is impossible because 
Therefore, if we omit all (v, P) E RV x RV’ with q E MUt, from CU and all 
(v, P) E RV x RV” with q E MU,U from Co, this is only a modilication by a 
null set. But after this modification cU and CU are disjoint. 
If we apply the same modification for all pairs (u, u) with u # 0, we reduce 
the sets ct (t E Q) to disjoint sets while preserving the measurability in the c- 
algebra St. We can now put f(6) = t on ct. The stopping time r’(m) = 
?(Y(m)) agrees with r a.e. 
EXAMPLE. There exists a partially ordered locally finite countable set Q, 
independent random variables Xt > 0 (t E Q) and a stopping time r with 
EXr = co such that for no ordered stopping time r’ one has EX=, = a~. 
ProoJ Let Q = IN x {O, 1) with the partial ordering given by 
(k, 0) < (l, 0) if k < Z, (k, 1) > (k, 0). All (k, 1) will be incomparable. 
The random variables Xt, t E Q, will be independent, and we assume 
wfk.0 = 0) = P(Xk,o = 1) =$. The random variables Xk.l will take the 
constant values C~ > 0. If C~ converges to co, then there exists a r with 
FIGURE 3 
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EXz = co. Yet there cannot exist an ordered stopping time r’ with EXTr = CO. 
Indeed, any such stopping time would have to take at least 2 of the values 
(/c, 1) with positive probability (in fact countably many), and these are 
incomparable. 
6. DOMINATED ESTIMATES IN TERMS OF STOPPING RULES 
These inequalities, proved in the linear case in Krengel and Sucheston 
[ 15 1, are of the form 
where V = SU~~~~ EXT is the value of the process, and K is a universal 
constant. If the random variables Xt are measurable with respect to 
independent c-algebras q, and the stopping rules are with respect to 
St = u(g, s < r), then the constant K is 2; if Xt are met-ages of positive 
random variables measurable with respect to yS, the constant K is G5.5. 
We show that no such constants exist in the case Q = N2. However, if the 
stopping rules in the usual sense are replaced by a wider class, called by 
Cairoli and Gabriel [5 J “wide sense stopping points,” and by Walsh [24] 
“weak stopping points,” then the linear inequalities extend with the same 
constants. We will use the term wide sense stopping rules (or times). We at 
first show that (M) fails for ordinary stopping rules. 
In fact, in the two-dimensional case (M) does not hold even when the Xt 
are indicator functions of sets ,4t. (In the one-dimensional case one can 
easily obtain the constant 1 in that case, by stopping as soon as an Xt with 
value I is observed.) To see this, let A* be independent sets with 
P(At)=a>O, fE{l,2 ,..., n}2, and P(AJ = 0 elsewhere, where a is very 
small. For a close to 0, E sup Xt z n2a because the independent sets At are 
nearly disjoint. On the other hand, EXT < 2na holds for all r E Z, because by 
Theorem 5.1 for any r there is an ordered stopping time r’ with EXT < EX=, 
and any ordered stopping time r’ can have P(r’ = t) > 0 for at most 2~r 
values of t E { 1,2 ,..., n}2. 
For f = (t i ,..., td) E Nd put 1 t 1 = tl . t2 . . . . . td. Using known results on 
optimal stopping of YJ t 1 it is now also easy to give an example of 
independent random variables 0 < Xt (l E iN*) with E sup Xt = co such that 
v< co. 
Let Y > 0 be a random variable with E(Y log+ Y) < co and 
E( Y(log ’ Y)*) = a. Let Yt, t E N2, be independent copies of Y and put 
Xt = Yt/i t 1. By a result of Gabriel [ 131, E sup Xt = co. On the other hand by 
our theorem on ordered stopping times (Theorem 5.1), or our theorem on the 
replacement of tactics by linear stopping times (Theorem 4.1), one has 
683/l 112~8 
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P’< E supteN telYl,, , and this is finite by a theorem of Burkholder [4], since 
EYlog+Y < co. 
In the same way one shows that in the N X N case no estimate (M) holds 
for processes of the form Xt = l/] t 1 xsCt Y$ with independent J9s-measurable 
r.v.‘s, Ys. 
We now discuss wide sense stopping rules. For s = (sr,..., sJ, 
t = (t, ,..., Cd), s < t means: si < ti for all i. t + 1 denotes (t, + 1, 
t* + l,..., td + 1). Let (q, t e Q) be independent c-algebras. Let 
i.Yt=&q,s<q, 
8: =4g,t+ 1 <Sk 
iv* = 4q, Sl < [,I. 
A random variable r: G! + Q U {co } almost surely taking values in Q is said 
to belong to E if for all t in Q, {r = t} E gf; to E* if {r = t} e g?; to z** if 
{r = t} E ‘@ *. (One could equivalently require that the sets {r < t} belong to 
these o-algebras.) The elements of E* are called wide sense stopping rules 
(times). We have 
THEORJXM 6.1. Let (Xt, t G Q = Nd) be idependent random variables, Xl 
generating g. Then 
where V+* = sup{EX=, T l z**}, and F = sup{EXr, r E z*}. 
ProoJ Let Z,, = sup{Xt: t, = n} and 3: =c(g: tl <n), then Z” is 
independent of Bz.- i . By the result of Krengel and Sucheston [ 151, there 
exist stopping times v (with respect to 8:) such that E sup E,, < 2 sup” EZ”. 
If (Q’, g’, P) is a measure space, Q’ countable and Xi (s E Q’) are 8’- 
measurable integrable real-valued random variables, then there exist %‘- 
measurable maps ,u’: 0 -P Q’ such that E sup Xt = EXL . 
Defining ,U on 0 so that on {u = n} it agrees with appropriate ,u’, we find 
that there exist maps V: 0 + N and ,u: fi -+ NdP’ such that {V = n} E gf, the 
restriction of ,U to {v = n} is Bf-measurable, and 
The pairs (v,,u) are stopping times belonging to z**. fl 
The case of averages Xl = (l/] t\) xsGt Ys with nonnegative independent 
random variables Ys generating g is more interesting, because the Z,, need 
no longer be averages of independent random variables. However, in [ 31 the 
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inequality on averages has been extended to a class of processes closed under 
the formation of suprema, and this generalization enables us to treat 
averages in several dimensions: 
Let ai, i E N, be independent o-algebras and @(i, j) = o(a*, i < k < j). A 
process .Zn (n E N) is called a process with independent subuddifiue 
nonnegative components if there exist random variables ZJi, j) > 0 (n E N, 
1 < i <j < co), measurable in a(i, j), such that Zn = Z,,(l, n), and the ine- 
qualities 
and 
hold. (This notion is due to Brunel and Krengel [3], but due to a misprint 
GY(i, j) is defined by ~(a~, i < k < j) in [3]). We have 
THEOREM 6.2. Let q (s E Q = Nd) be independent o-algebras, 
ai = cr(g: sI = i) and let Xf(t E Q) be a process such that for each 
tt Z?*-*’ ‘d) E Nd-‘~ xCn,t2,...,td) is a process with independent subadditive 
nonnegative components. Then 
ProojI We can apply the result of [3] to Zu, to find good stopping times 
v for the increasing family 02(1, n) and Zn. As all XCn,tz,...,tdj are measurable 
with respect to a(l, n) we can then tind maps ,u: Q -+ iNd-’ as above, such 
that ,D is G’(1, n)-measurable on {V = n}, and such that r = (v,.u) E z** gives 
suffkiently large values to EXT. 
EXAMPLE. The above inequality holds for processes of the form Xl = 
~~~/l~l~ zs<r wz and independent YS > 0. 
Remarks Added August 1980 
1. We mention in the introduction the notion of control variable introduced by Haggstrom 
[ 141 in the case of a tree. The definition, extended here to a general locally finite set Q, is as 
follows: A mapping r: f2 + Q is a control uariable if for all s G Q and all f 15 DS, one has 
{r > r] e 3S. It is easy to see that every control variable is a stopping time, and furthermore 
every control variable r detines a tactic Z with r = rz. However the following example 
shows that in the case of IN X bJ with u-algebras generated by independent random variables, 
there is a tactic 2’such that the stopping time rx is not a control variable. Thus the notion of 
a tactic is more general, and apparently more useful, than that of a control variable. Let 
Q= {O, l}‘, and let 3t, t e Q, be generated by i.i.d. random variables Y$, s < t, with 
P(Y$ = 0) =P(Y$ = 1) = 4. Define a tactic Z as follows: If YtO,O, =0, go to (1,O); if 
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Y cO,Oj = 1, go to (0, 1). From (0, 1) go deterministically to (1, 1). From (1,O) go to (1, 1) if 
Y c,,O1 = 1; to (1, O)--that is, stop-if Yt,,Or = 0. Then if r = rx is the stopping time detined by 
2, the set 
k not 8,0,0j measurable, hence r is not a control variable. 
2. D. L. Burkholder and R. F. Gundy (ACM Math. 124, 249-304, in particular p. 281) 
showed that if (YJ is a martingale difference sequence, EYk = 0, E(Yfj 1 Y,, Y*,..., Yk- I) = 1. 
and r E E, Er”* < co, then E(x;zI Yk) = 0. In the particular case when the Y,,‘s are i.i.d. 
random variables, this result extends to tactics by the linear embedding theorem. 
3. Professor A. Dvoretzky has pointed out to us that the 3 conditions (i), (ii), (iii) in the 
beginning of Section 2 are equivalent with 
(1) For each j, d c .Ej c L(s,), 
(2) WJ\fJj W? = U E,. 
The proof of the equivalence of the two sets of conditions in simple. 
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